A new class of faint, spectroscopically peculiar transients has emerged in the last decade. We term these events "calcium-strong transients" (CaSTs) because of their atypically high calcium-to-oxygen nebular line ratios. Previous studies have struggled to deduce the identity of their progenitors due to a combination of their extremely extended radial distributions with respect to their host galaxies and their relatively high rate of occurrence. In this work, we find that the CaST radial distribution is consistent with the radial distribution of two populations of stars: old (ages > 5 Gyr), low-metallicity (Z/Z < 0.3) stars and globular clusters. While no obvious progenitor scenario arises from considering old, metal-poor stars, the alternative production site of globular clusters leads us to narrow down the list of possible candidates to three binary scenarios: mergers of helium and oxygen/neon white dwarfs; tidal disruptions of helium white dwarfs by neutron stars; and stable accretion from low-mass helium-burning stars onto white dwarfs. While rare in the field, these binary systems can be formed dynamically at much higher rates in globular clusters. Subsequent binary hardening both increases their interaction rate and ejects them from their parent globular clusters prior to mass transfer contact. Their production in, and ejection from, globular clusters may explain their radial distribution and the absence of globular clusters at their explosion site. This model predicts a currently undiscovered high rate of CaSTs in nuclear star clusters. Alternatively, an undetermined progenitor scenario involving old, low-metallicity stars may instead hold the key to understanding CaSTs.
INTRODUCTION
The past two decades have seen a rapid increase in the number of observed classes of explosive transients beyond the standard Type Ia and core-collapse supernova (SN) types (for a recent review, see Taubenberger 2017) . In this work, we focus our attention on the "Ca-rich SNe" or "Ca-rich gap transients," which have earned their name due to the strength of their Ca nebular features as compared to their O features and their typical peak magnitudes in the gap between those of SNe and classical novae. However, while these transients do exhibit uniquely high nebular line ratios of Ca to O, this does not necessarily require that Ca is produced in large quantities because it is such an effective coolant. An equally plausible explanation is that these objects are O-poor. Estimates of the relative abundances of vari-At present, there are seven other candidate members of the CaST class that share similar photometric and spectroscopic properties to SN 2005E, as well as six others that lack good photometric coverage and three more that share some similarities to the class but also possess important differences. These objects are summarized in Table 1 . Throughout this paper, we will refer to the subset of the 8 best candidates as the gold sample and the larger set of 14 candidates as the silver sample. We exclude the three least similar objects (PTF09dav, iPTF15eqv, and SN 2016hnk) from our analysis in this work.
While the number of CaSTs is fairly small at present, there are still ubiquitous properties that must be matched by any viable explanation. Most CaSTs show He features in their photospheric spectra, along with varying degrees of O, Mg, Si, Ca, and Fe. The presence of these elements, the lack of H, and the photospheric velocities of ∼ 10 4 km s −1 suggest explosive burning of an evolved star or white dwarf (WD). At nebular phases, as previously discussed, they exhibit atypically high Ca/O ratios, so the ejecta likely do not contain large amounts of O.
CaSTs reach absolute peak magnitudes of M R = −15 to −16.5 and remain within 50% of this peak for 10 − 15 d. The light curve maxima and shapes imply ejecta masses of 0.1 − 1.0 M and radioactive power sources composed of ∼ 0.01 M of 56 Ni, 48 Cr, or some combination of the two. These properties are also suggestive of explosive burning of an evolved star or WD.
The CaST rate has been estimated to be 1.21
+1.13
−0.39 × 10 −5 events yr −1 Mpc −3 (Frohmaier et al. 2018) , which is quite high (33−94% of the Type Ia SN rate) given that the first paper on these transients was only published a decade ago. While the rate is still quite uncertain, it is clear that the progenitor system and explosion mechanism cannot be very rare.
Finally, and perhaps most constraining, SN 2005E's large host galaxy radial offset has proven to be an enigmatic property of the whole class, with an average offset of 39 and 24 kpc for the gold and silver samples, respectively. Furthermore, no obvious signs of star formation or globular clusters (GCs) exist at the sites of the CaSTs that have been observed deeply enough to place meaningful constraints (Lyman et al. 2014 (Lyman et al. , 2016b Lunnan et al. 2017 ; although see Lunnan et al. 2017 for a possible host detection for PTF11kmb). The host galaxies of the observed CaSTs show a possible preference for elliptical galaxies in clustered environments (Foley 2015; Lunnan et al. 2017 ): 6 of the 8 gold-sample hosts have more than 10 nearby galaxy neighbors, and 7 of the 8 gold-sample hosts are E/S0 galaxies, although this fraction decreases to 9 of the 14 silver-sample hosts.
In addition to representing a new and as yet unexplained astrophysical phenomenon, CaSTs may also play an important role in chemical enrichment. If the Ca yield per transient is indeed as large as ∼ 0.1 M , as suggested by Perets et al. (2010) , their high rate implies a significant, perhaps even dominant, contribution to the Ca abundance in clusters (Mulchaey et al. 2014; Mernier et al. 2016) ; without this contribution, the observed cluster Ca abundance is higher than can be explained by standard production in core-collapse and Type Ia SNe (de Plaa et al. 2007) .
In this work, we summarize the existing models in the literature and evaluate them with respect to the observed constraints. Our favored models invoke binaries containing at least one WD: He + O/Ne WD binaries, He WD + neutron star (NS) binaries, and low-mass Heburning star + WD binaries. We show that the galactocentric radial distribution of globular clusters (GCs) is consistent with that of the CaSTs. Since no GC has yet been discovered at the site of a CaST, we postulate that CaST progenitors are formed dynamically in GCs at rates competitive with that in the field and then ejected from their parent GCs via binary hardening recoil kicks prior to interacting. Because escape speeds from GCs are lower than their galactocentric velocities, the ejected CaST progenitors will inherit the GC radial distribution. We also find that the CaST radial distribution is consistent with that of old (ages > 5 Gyr), low-metallicity (Z/Z < 0.3) stars in the local universe; however, a progenitor scenario restricted to such stars is not obvious.
PROPOSED PROGENITOR MODELS
In this section, we describe the various models that have been proposed in the literature and compare and contrast their characteristics with observed properties of the CaST class.
2.1. Ultra-stripped-envelope core-collapse supernovae Stripped-envelope core-collapse SNe (Type Ib/c SNe) lack H features due to the removal of most or all of their H envelopes prior to explosion and evolve more rapidly than typical core-collapse SNe (Filippenko 1997) . However, with 56 Ni masses ∼ 0.1 M and ejecta masses ∼ 2 M , Type Ib/c SNe are still brighter and evolve on longer timescales than CaSTs (Lyman et al. 2016a ). Recent work has begun to explore even more extreme mass loss, which may lead to ultra-stripped SNe (Tauris et al. 2013; Moriya et al. 2017) with 56 Ni masses and ejecta masses of only ∼ 0.03 and ∼ 0.1 M , respectively, yield- ing rapidly evolving light curves that can match those of CaSTs. Kawabata et al. (2010) suggested such a low-mass stripped-envelope core-collapse SN origin for SN 2005cz, a member of our silver sample but not our gold due to the lack of photometry near peak. Although SN 2005cz's host is an elliptical galaxy, it shows evidence for relatively recent star formation 10 7 − 10 8 yr ago, which allows for the possibility that SN 2005cz arose from a young star.
However, while SN 2005cz's host galaxy as a whole may have a young stellar population, Perets et al. (2011) found no evidence for star formation at the specific site of SN 2005cz. Moreover, such a scenario does not explain the CaST population in general due to their large average offsets from their host galaxies in addition to their galaxies' lack of obvious star formation (Lyman et al. 2013 (Lyman et al. , 2014 (Lyman et al. , 2016b . We thus do not consider ultrastripped core-collapse SNe to be a viable explanation for the CaSTs.
Tidal disruptions of white dwarfs by intermediate-mass black holes
WDs that pass close enough to black holes with masses 10 5 M (intermediate-mass black holes; IMBHs) will become tidally disrupted and compressed as they approach pericenter (Rosswog et al. 2008 (Rosswog et al. , 2009 ). For deeply plunging WDs, the compression is strong enough to ignite thermonuclear burning, which will give rise to an optical transient (MacLeod et al. 2016) . Sell et al. (2015) proposed that this mechanism might explain the CaST class, invoking interactions with IMBHs formed inside of GCs or dwarf galaxies.
Although the initial studies of Rosswog et al. (2008 Rosswog et al. ( , 2009 ) used a 7-isotope nuclear network that did not include Ca, recent studies have explored the nucleosynthesis in more detail. Tanikawa (2018) followed the disruption and detonation of a 0.45 M He WD and found that 0.3 M of 56 Ni was produced, far in excess of what is implied from the faint peak luminosities of CaSTs. This trend was also confirmed by Kawana et al. (2018) for a larger set of WD masses, penetration factors, and IMBH masses. Anninos et al. (2018) did find that Cadominated debris can be created for less deeply plunging disruptions. However, in general, it appears difficult to avoid synthesizing relatively large amounts of radioactive isotopes in WD tidal disruptions by IMBHs, which implies light curves that do not match those of CaSTs.
Furthermore, there is still no direct evidence for the existence of IMBHs (see Sell et al. 2015 for a discussion). Moreover, Sell et al. (2015) searched for and did not detect X-ray emission in a candidate CaST (SN 2012hn) that would be expected from subsequent accretion of bound material onto the IMBH. We note that Sell et al. (2018) also found no X-ray emission at the site of SN 2016hnk, but we do not include this transient in our gold or silver sample due to its similarity to PTF09dav.
The strongest evidence against this scenario comes from the non-detections of GCs or dwarf galaxies at the sites of several CaSTs. Unlike the stars in the binary scenarios described next, IMBHs cannot be ejected from their GCs or dwarf galaxies, and so their associated CaSTs should occur on top of GC or dwarf galaxy hosts. For these reasons, we consider this scenario an unlikely explanation for the CaSTs.
Helium shell explosions on white dwarfs
The first explanation proposed for the prototype SN 2005E was a detonation in a He shell accreted onto a WD from a He WD or a He-burning star (Perets et al. 2010) . However, the detonation of a 0.3 M He envelope, as proposed by Perets et al. (2010) , produces a large amount of 56 Ni (Shen et al. 2010; Woosley & Kasen 2011) unless it is strongly enriched by C or occurs at low density (Waldman et al. 2011; Sim et al. 2012) . One possible solution occurs in a merging double WD system, in which much of the unstably transferred He does not reach high densities because it is virialized by shocks when it directly impacts the accreting WD's surface; in this case, the overproduction of 56 Ni might be avoided (Dessart & Hillier 2015) .
It is also necessary that the He shell detonation does not trigger a core detonation, as this would lead to a double detonation Type Ia SN (Nomoto 1982; Fink et al. 2007 Fink et al. , 2010 Polin et al. 2019; Townsley et al. 2019) . Such an outcome can be avoided if the accreting WD has a mass 0.8 M or is composed of O/Ne (Shen & Bildsten 2014) , as expected for WDs with initial masses 1.15 M . Thus, the merger of a He + O/Ne WD may produce a CaST: detonation of the relatively lowdensity disrupted He WD may avoid overproduction of radioactive isotopes, and the O/Ne WD core precludes a double detonation Type Ia SN.
Another alternative is that the burning in the He envelope takes place as a subsonic deflagration that never transitions into a supersonic detonation. Without such a deflagration-to-detonation transition, 1 He shell deflagrations are natural outcomes of inefficient He shell convection, which occurs in the ∼ 0.2 M envelopes that are transferred from ∼ 0.5 M non-degenerate He-burning stars onto WD accretors (Ergma & Fedorova 1990; Yungelson 2008) .
2 The slower flame speed of a deflagration allows for pre-expansion of the fuel ahead of the burning front, so that the burning proceeds at lower densities and less 56 Ni is produced. To date, there have only been two WD He shell deflagration simulations performed (Woosley & Kasen 2011) , and only in spherical symmetry, which is a rough approximation given the inherent multi-dimensionality of a shell deflagration. With these caveats, He shell deflagrations do seem to produce an interesting mix of isotopes possibly consistent with CaSTs, with ejecta mass fractions of 0.02 − 0.06 for radioactive 48 Cr and 10% for 40 Ca (the O yields were not reported by Woosley & Kasen 2011), thus avoiding the nucleosynthetic issues of detonations in high-density He shells.
Much work remains to be done, but at present, He shell detonations or deflagrations remain viable CaST explosion mechanisms. However, they must also satisfy the large galactocentric radial distribution constraint of the observed CaST population. As we discuss in Section 3, GCs can match this radial distribution, so if the formation and / or interaction rates of the relevant Heaccreting WD binaries are negligible in the field but are significantly enhanced inside of GCs, the radial distribution could match that of the CaSTs. This requirement appears to rule out He + C/O WD mergers, which have an interaction rate in the field of a Milky Way-like galaxy of 0.003 yr −1 (Nelemans et al. 2001; Brown et al. 2016) , ∼ 10% of the Type Ia SN rate; these may instead yield R Corona Borealis stars (Clayton 1996) and Type Ia SNe via double detonations (Guillochon et al. 2010; Pakmor et al. 2013; Shen et al. 2018a,b) . However, there are indications that He + O/Ne WD binaries are much rarer in the field than other combinations of double WDs (Toonen 2019, private communication). If they are instead formed frequently in GCs by dynamical processes, they could be possible CaST progenitors. Similarly, the lowmass non-degenerate He-burning star + WD binaries that may yield He shell deflagrations are relatively rare in the field (Geier et al. 2013 ) but may also be overproduced in GCs.
As previously noted, there is no evidence for GCs at the sites of the CaSTs with deep enough limits (Lyman et al. 2014 (Lyman et al. , 2016b Lunnan et al. 2017) . At face value, this seems to rule out GCs as formation sites of CaSTs. However, dynamical processes inside of GCs will yield recoil kicks to these binaries that may eject them from the GCs, after which gravitational wave radiation decreases their separations and causes them to interact; we explore this possibility in Section 3.3. Future work focused on the dynamical formation and evolution of these specific binaries in GCs is required, but at present, He shell detonations during He + O/Ne WD mergers or deflagrations from low-mass He-burning star + WD binaries remain plausible CaST progenitor scenarios.
Tidal disruptions of white dwarfs by neutron stars
The tidal disruption of a WD by a NS was first examined in detail by Paschalidis et al. (2009 Paschalidis et al. ( , 2011 , although they did not include the important effects of nuclear burning. Recent work has expanded on these initial explorations by including nuclear reactions and focusing on the outflows driven from the accretion disk formed by the disrupted WD (Metzger 2012; Fernández & Metzger 2013; Margalit & Metzger 2016; Fernández et al. 2019; Zenati et al. 2019) . These studies find that as material viscously spreads from the disruption radius ∼ 10 9 cm inward to the NS, the midplane temperature becomes hotter and nuclear reactions convert the former WD material into heavier elements, some of which escape in an accretion disk wind.
Much of the escaping material is made up of unburned matter entrained into the outflow, so C/O WD disruptions are unlikely to produce CaSTs due to the high O abundances in the ejecta. However, He WD disruptions by NSs are a promising progenitor channel, as their ejecta are dominated by intermediate-mass elements, including Ca, 1 − 3 × 10 −3 M of 56 Ni, and large amounts of unburned He (Margalit & Metzger 2016 , although see Zenati et al. 2019 , whose He WD + NS models did not give rise to mass ejection).
While He WD + NS binaries necessarily have relatively extreme mass ratios and have previously been assumed to undergo stable mass transfer, Bobrick et al. (2017) challenged this assumption and suggested that such systems still undergo unstable mass transfer and disruption of the WD. This is due to accretion disk winds from the initial phase of super-Eddington mass transfer, which extract angular momentum and lead to merger. Thus, all WD + NS binaries may lead to the disruption of the WD and subsequent ejection of thermonuclear ash.
He WD + NS binaries may have a similar velocity distribution to double NS binaries due to the natal kicks of the NSs. The radial distribution of He WD + NS binaries at the time of interaction may be even broader than the distribution of short gamma-ray bursts, which presumably arise from double NS binaries, because of the long lifetime of the main sequence star that eventually forms the He WD. The NS's natal kick coupled with the long travel time prior to interaction could thus potentially explain CaSTs and their radial distribution, which is indeed more extended than the short gammaray burst distribution.
Unfortunately, the estimated rate of WD+NS mergers in the field is ∼ 3 × 10 −16 − 3 × 10 −15 yr −1 M −1 for a 5 Gyr-old population (Toonen et al. 2018) . This is 0.3 − 3% of the Type Ia SN rate at the same age, well below the observed CaST rate. Moreover, only a small fraction of these WD+NS systems will harbor a He WD, which we assume to be necessary to avoid large amounts of O in the ejecta.
However, as with the compact binaries discussed in the previous section, the rate of formation and interaction will be dramatically enhanced inside of GCs. Again, further work is required, but we regard He WD disruptions by NSs as another viable CaST progenitor, bringing our number of candidate scenarios to three: He WD + NS binaries, He + O/Ne WD binaries, and low-mass Heburning star + WD binaries.
GLOBULAR CLUSTERS AS PRODUCTION SITES OF CALCIUM-STRONG TRANSIENTS
The radial distribution of CaSTs with respect to their host galaxies is perhaps their most unique characteristic. As shown in Figure 1 , the average offset for the gold and silver CaST samples is 39 and 24 kpc, respectively. Several studies have suggested this offset could be due to hypervelocity ejection of a progenitor binary from a host galaxy, possibly due to an interaction with a supermassive black hole binary at the center of the galaxy (e.g., Lyman et al. 2014 Lyman et al. , 2016b Foley 2015; Coughlin et al. 2018) . The most quantitative observational work on this is by Foley (2015) , who inferred velocity shifts from asymmetries in Ca nebular line profiles and used this link as evidence for hypervelocity ejection.
There are two main objections to the hypervelocity ejection scenario. With regards to the velocities inferred from the asymmetric Ca nebular lines, Milisavljevic et al. (2017) showed that, while the Ca nebular lines may show asymmetries, other nebular lines do not. This suggests that the asymmetries are not due to velocity shifts but are instead inherent to the Ca lines, perhaps from preferential absorption of the redshifted component by the explosion ejecta.
Another issue arises from the CaST rates. As we discuss in Section 3.4, the CaST rate is roughly 40% of the local Type Ia SN rate, whereas Coughlin et al. (2018) estimate a rate of double WD ejections by supermassive black holes, the most commonly invoked ejected progenitor binary, of only 0.001 − 0.1 of the Type Ia SN rate. Furthermore, the progenitors of CaSTs must also explode at a low rate within their host galaxies in order to reproduce their radial distribution. This rules out typical double WD binaries, which merge within the field at a rate ∼ 6 times higher than the Type Ia SN rate (Maoz et al. 2018) . The necessary combination of a low rate within galaxies and a high rate outside of galaxies makes ejection by supermassive black holes implausible.
The globular cluster radial distribution
We now derive the GC galactocentric radial distribution in the local universe and show that it is consistent with the CaST radial distribution. The CaST class may thus arise from rare binaries that do not interact often in the field but whose birth and interaction rates are enhanced by dynamical processes within GCs; we explore this further in Section 3.3. We note that this work is complementary to, but distinct from, that of Yuan et al. (2013) , who modeled the GC profiles for the host galaxies of the CaSTs known at the time and found them to be consistent with the CaST distribution (although they discarded a GC association due to the non-detections of GCs at the sites of CaSTs). Here, we derive the theoretical radial distribution of all GCs in the local universe without restriction to just those in host galaxies of CaSTs and show that the GC distribution is consistent with the distribution of CaSTs.
In order to calculate the GC radial distribution function, we connect the properties of GCs to their host halos. The total mass of GCs associated with a galaxy does not track the galaxy's stellar mass in a simple way. However, the total mass in GCs, M GCs , does vary essentially linearly with the galaxy's halo mass, M halo , as M GCs /M halo ∼ 3 × 10 −5 across five orders of magnitude, with no strong dependence on galaxy type (e.g., Blakeslee et al. 1997; Harris et al. 2015; Choksi & Gnedin 2019) . We can thus use the well-characterized halo mass function (HMF) at redshift zero to derive properties of GCs in the local universe. The galactocentric half-mass, or effective, radii, R e , of GC systems are, on average, several times larger than those of their host galaxies. Forbes (2017) compiled a sample of GC R e around early-type galaxies and demonstrated several correlations, including a dependence with halo mass that is consistent with a power-law slope,
This slope matches theoretical expectations of the relationship between galaxy and halo sizes (Kravtsov 2013) .
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The radial dependence of a GC system's surface density with respect to its host galaxy is often fit by a Sérsic profile,
where R is the projected offset, σ e is the surface density at the effective radius, R e , and b n = 1.9992n − 0.3271. The index n varies depending on the GC system; we use representative values of n = 2 and n = 4 (a de Vaucouleurs profile) in the following analysis. Multiplying the Sérsic profile by 2πRdR and integrating yields the cumulative distribution function of projected offsets. We then integrate Tinker et al. (2008) 's parameterization of the HMF using HMFcalc (Murray et al. 2013 ) to obtain the mass-weighted halo cumulative distribution function. We restrict the halos to those with masses between 10 10 − 10 15 M , where the lower bound is chosen because halos without GCs begin to appear < 10 10 M (Forbes et al. 2018 ). We sample from this mass-weighted halo CDF, which also corresponds to the mass-weighted GC distribution function, and relate the halo mass to the effective radius of the GC system using equation (1) to obtain the distribution function of projected offsets for GCs in the local universe. This distribution is shown in Figure 1 as blue and red lines for Sérsic indices of n = 2 and n = 4, respectively. The gray and yellow lines show the observed projected offset distribution for the silver and gold samples. The GC radial distributions do indeed match the silver sample's distribution very well. Furthermore, as Lunnan et al. (2017) and Frohmaier et al. (2018) note, the Palomar Transient Factory, which discovered the majority of the CaSTs in the gold sample, is somewhat biased against recovering CaSTs closer to their host galaxies, so we view the gold sample's radial distribution as an upper limit on the physical radial distribution of CaSTs.
Ca-strong transient and globular cluster host galaxy properties
It has been noted that CaSTs preferentially occur in galaxy groups and clusters (Foley 2015; Lunnan et al. 2017) . Moreover, in the gold sample, 88% of the host galaxies are ellipticals, although this percentage decreases to 64% for the silver sample. In this section, we examine the host galaxy properties of GCs to determine if their galaxy types and richnesses with respect to clustering are consistent with those of CaSTs.
We again make use of the linear correlation between GC system mass and halo mass and then connect the halo mass to the galaxy stellar mass using the functional fit from Behroozi et al. (2010) , which holds for both early-and late-type galaxies (Wechsler & Tinker 2018) . We then use the compilation of Blanton & Moustakas (2009) (their Fig. 4) , which separates galaxies into types and clustering richness. We find that, if a GC is selected at random in the local universe, its host galaxy will be a spiral 37% and an elliptical 63% of the time. This fraction is remarkably consistent with the silver sample of CaSTs.
Furthermore, only 24% of galaxies selected this way are isolated. However, only 17% of GC hosts are in truly rich environments with at least 10 nearby neighbors, while 75% of the gold sample hosts are in rich environments. Data for the clustering of the silver sample's host galaxies does not exist in the literature, so we do not make a comparison. Small numbers and selection bias may play a role in the richness of the gold sample hosts; a larger sample of CaSTs, which will soon be available from surveys such as the Zwicky Transient Facility and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope, will better quantify the properties of their host galaxies and allow a more precise comparison to GC hosts.
Dynamical formation and binary hardening within, and ejection from, globular clusters
The overall correspondence of the GC and CaST radial distributions and their host galaxy properties described in the previous sections suggests a causal link: perhaps CaSTs are produced within GCs. The extremely dense environments of GCs allow for the creation of stellar binaries via dynamical processes including tidal captures, three-body-induced captures, exchanges, and direct collisions with giant envelopes. These yield theorized and observed enhanced formation rates, relative to the field, of stellar binaries and their end products, including cataclysmic variables, double WD binaries, low-mass X-ray binaries, ultra-compact X-ray binaries, and millisecond pulsars (for a review, see Benacquista & Downing 2013 ). We do not conduct a quantitative estimate of the birth rates of possible CaST progenitor binaries formed in these ways, as this would require binary population synthesis calculations, including uncertain NS formation via WD collapse and electron-capture SNe, and N -body simulations that are beyond the scope of this work. Instead, we proceed under the assumption that CaST progenitors are formed dynamically in GCs at a rate larger than, or at least competitive with, that in the field and leave a detailed study of the birth rates of our proposed progenitor binaries in GCs to future work.
In addition to enhancing the formation of CaST progenitor binaries, GCs will also increase their rate of interaction via binary hardening, which decreases the bi-nary separation for hard binaries on a timescale of t harden ∼ 5.4 Gyr ξ 0.3
where σ is the GC velocity dispersion, n is the GC stellar density (the fiducial value of 10 7 pc −3 assumes a corecollapsed GC), a is the binary separation, and ξ is a factor that parameterizes the average change in binding energy resulting from a flyby (Heggie 1975; Hills 1983; Spitzer 1987) . The binary component masses are M 1 and M 2 , the mass of a typical GC star is M 3 , and M t = M 1 + M 2 + M 3 . For the He WD + NS, He WD + O/Ne WD, and low-mass He-burning star + WD progenitor binaries we are considering, M 1 (0.3, 0.3, 0.5) M and M 2
(1.4, 1.2, 0.7) M , respectively, and we take the typical mass of a GC star to be M 3 0.7 M .
Binaries will harden until either gravitational wave emission dominates the further evolution of the binary or subsequent hardening results in a recoil velocity that ejects the binary from the GC (for similar discussions of binary black hole and binary NS ejection, see, e.g., Rodriguez et al. 2016 and Andrews & Mandel 2019) . Equating the recoil velocity to the GC's escape velocity results in a critical separation below which further hardening results in ejection (Sigurdsson & Phinney 1993) :
where v escape is the GC escape velocity. The term involving masses ranges from 0.03−0.07 for the progenitor binaries we are considering. The ratio of this critical separation to the separation at which gravitational wave emission dominates is
The mass term ranges from 0.03 − 0.09, so a escape varies from a few times smaller than a GWR up to the same order of magnitude. Thus, it is plausible that at least some of the CaST progenitor binaries we are considering will be ejected from the GC prior to interacting. However, it is also possible that some of the binaries will still be in their birth GCs when the explosion occurs, especially for clusters with larger escape velocities. Simulations coupling binary population synthesis and N -body dynamics are necessary to better quantify this question; for the present, we encourage continued deep searches for GCs at the sites of CaSTs.
3.4. The Ca-strong transient rate and the implied production efficiency
Integrating the mass-weighted GC CDF yields the total mass density of GCs in the local universe: ρ GCs = 1.4 × 10 6 M Mpc 
If instead these transients have a long delay between stellar birth and explosion (e.g., due to long main sequence lifetimes for stars that eventually become He WDs or low-mass He-burning stars and due to long binary hardening and gravitational inspiral timescales) and have only been occurring for the past 1 Gyr, η ∼ 1/120 M . The required efficiency also decreases further if most GCs were more massive in the past (Gratton et al. 2012 and references therein). Integrating a Kroupa stellar initial mass function, assuming all stars between 1 and 8 M have become WDs, and ignoring stars > 8 M (because many have become NSs with large natal kicks that ejected them from the GC or because they become stellar-mass black holes with negligible contribution to the total GC mass), we find 0.3 WDs per M in present-day GCs. If CaSTs have been occurring at a constant rate for a Hubble time, this would imply that nearly half of all WDs would have to be involved in CaSTs. If instead CaSTs have only been occurring for the last Gyr, 3% of WDs in GCs have been involved in CaSTs.
One mitigating factor is the combined effect of relaxation, mass segregation, and the galaxy's tidal potential, which lead to a concentration of WDs in GC centers accompanied by preferential stripping of low-mass main sequence stars from the GC outskirts. These effects boost the fraction of GC mass in WDs by a factor of 2 − 7, depending on the age of the GC (Vesperini & Heggie 1997; Baumgardt & Makino 2003) , which significantly relaxes the required fraction of WDs that participate in CaSTs. Still, even with these effects, the required efficiency remains quite high. The rate of formation of the proposed CaST progenitors within GCs represents an important constraint that should be tested with N -body and binary population synthesis calculations. Similar consideration of the NS population within GCs suggests that He WD + NS binaries are not viable CaST progenitors. Ivanova et al. (2008) find only one NS retained per 800 − 900 M in a present-day GC. This fraction is significantly less than the required massspecific CaST production efficiency, η, derived above. For this channel to succeed, the NSs would have to be produced and retained in GCs at much higher rates than currently expected.
Ca-strong transients in nuclear star clusters
If high stellar densities and lifetimes long enough to form He WDs or low-mass He-burning stars are sufficient conditions for the production of CaSTs, nuclear star clusters (NSCs) should also give rise to CaSTs. NSCs have stellar densities as high as 10 5 M pc −2 , and, while they do possess young stars, they also harbor a large population of old stars as well. In fact, one NSC formation mechanism invokes the inspiral of GCs via dynamical friction into the galactic center where they are disrupted to form the NSC (see, e.g., Gnedin et al. 2014) . The connection of gamma-ray emission in the Milky Way's galactic center to a postulated population of millisecond pulsars that may come from such disrupted GCs is one possible piece of evidence in support of this formation mechanism (Brandt & Kocsis 2015; Fragione et al. 2018) .
With their larger masses and similar radii, NSCs have escape velocities several times larger than those from GCs (Antonini & Rasio 2016) , and so binary hardening recoil kicks may not be able to eject any CaST progenitors from NSCs. Furthermore, given the large amount of mass near galactic centers, even CaST progenitors that are ejected from NSCs will not travel very far radially from their galactic nuclei. Thus, CaST progenitors born in NSCs will explode inside or near their parent NSCs, leading to a sharp spike in the CaST galactocentric radial distribution centered on galactic nuclei. As the masses in NSCs are roughly comparable to GC system masses (Sánchez-Janssen et al. 2019) , there should be a similar number of CaSTs centered on galactic nuclei as in the outskirts of galaxies if CaSTs are indeed formed by dynamical processes.
No CaSTs have yet been observed near galactic nuclei; the closest in the silver (gold) sample is at an offset of 1.7 (6) kpc. However, as quantified by Frohmaier et al. (2018) , CaSTs are very difficult to recover in the bright cores of galaxies, and so the lack of detection of any CaST in a galactic nucleus is not yet constraining. Future observations with the ability to recover CaSTs in galaxy cores will provide an important test of CaST progenitor scenarios involving dynamical formation processes. Yuan et al. (2013) and Perets (2014) have suggested that the large galactocentric offsets of CaSTs may be explained if they arise from an old, metal-poor stellar population, as such stars may preferentially reside in galaxy halos. In this section, following the analysis of Yuan et al. (2013) , we examine the galactocentric radial distributions of stellar populations of various ages and metallicities using the results of TNG100, part of the IllustrisTNG cosmological galaxy formation simulation suite (Marinacci et al. 2018; Naiman et al. 2018; Nelson et al. 2018 Nelson et al. , 2019 Pillepich et al. 2018; Springel et al. 2018) . Although it would be preferable to carry out this analysis using observational data of stellar halos, it is not feasible to obtain accurate metallicities and ages in most cases. Figure 2 shows the projected galactocentric radial distributions of the gold-and silver-sample CaSTs and of TNG100 stars in age bins of 1 to 3 (red), 3 to 5 (blue), 5 to 10 (green), and 10 to 13.8 Gyr (pur-ple lines) and metallicity bins of Z/Z ≥ 0.3 (solid), 0.3 > Z/Z ≥ 0.1 (dashed), and Z/Z < 0.1 (dotted lines), where Z is the solar metallicity. Near-solar metallicity stars of all ages are inconsistent with the CaST distribution. Intriguingly, the radial distribution of very old (> 10 Gyr), very metal-poor (< 0.1 Z ) stars is consistent with the silver sample of CaSTs. The distribution of somewhat younger (> 5 Gyr) and higher metallicity (< 0.3 Z ) stars is also marginally compatible with the silver sample. These results are broadly consistent with those found by Yuan et al. (2013) .
THE GALACTOCENTRIC RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF OLD, METAL-POOR STARS
Using Blanton & Moustakas (2009) 's compilation and performing a similar analysis to that in Section 3.2, we find that 71% of the oldest, most metal-poor TNG100 stellar population is associated with an elliptical galaxy, 19% of their host galaxies are isolated, and 26% are in clustered environments. These numbers only change slightly when considering the > 5 Gyr, Z/Z < 0.3 population. Similarly to GCs, these numbers provide a good match to the silver CaST sample's elliptical galaxy fraction but not to the gold sample's high percentage of hosts in clustered environments.
There is much more mass in old, metal-poor stars than in GCs, and so the required efficiency to produce CaSTs is a much more reasonable 1 CaST per 130 M if we only consider the oldest, lowest metallicity population and if CaSTs have occurred at a constant rate for only the last 3.8 Gyr. If CaSTs instead have a delay time of 5 Gyr after a burst of star formation but can occur at metallicities up to 0.3 Z , the required efficiency decreases even further to 1 CaST per 250 M .
However, while old, low-metallicity stellar populations have a relatively large reservoir of mass and provide an interesting match to the CaST radial distribution and elliptical galaxy fraction, no obvious progenitor scenario presents itself. Requiring an old stellar population is sensible, but it is not clear why the progenitors should be metal-poor. For example, binaries involving a He WD or low-mass He-burning star will only be formed at relatively long delay times, but it is not obvious why these would require low metallicities to become CaSTs. There is evidence that the binary fraction of solar-type stars is as much as twice as high at Z = 0.1 Z as compared to solar metallicity (Moe et al. 2019) , but the main sequence mass of the primary star in any binary that gives rise to a CaST is likely more massive than a solar-type star. In addition, this effect would not offset the much larger amount of mass in higher metallicity stars, which are not found at large radial offsets.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have examined the recently discovered class of enigmatic "calcium-strong transients" (CaSTs), comparing their observed properties to a wide variety of proposed progenitor models. Their high Ca/O nebular line ratios, extended galactocentric radial distributions, and relatively high occurrence rate strongly constrain the allowed progenitor scenarios. We use the Illustris TNG100 simulation data to derive the theoretical galactocentric radial distribution of stars of various ages and metallicities and find that old (> 5 Gyr), metal-poor (Z/Z < 0.3) stars are consistent with the CaST radial distribution; however, no obvious progenitor scenario requiring such extreme stellar properties presents itself.
Additionally, we examine globular clusters (GCs) in the local universe and find that their radial distribution is also consistent with that of the CaSTs. We propose a progenitor scenario in which one of three types of binary systems -He + O/Ne WDs, He WDs + NSs, or lowmass He-burning stars + WDs, each of which is rare in the field -is instead formed dynamically at an enhanced rate inside GCs. Subsequent binary hardening both increases the interaction rate and leads to recoil kicks that may eventually eject the binaries from the GC, which explains why no GC has yet been discovered at the site of a CaST. However, this explanation suffers from the relatively small amount of mass in GCs, which requires a high efficiency of CaST production per unit mass in GCs. Such considerations appear to rule out He WDs + NSs as CaST progenitors due to the small number of NSs retained in GCs.
Future work is required to better quantify these proposed progenitors. Multidimensional reactive hydrodynamic simulations of each of the models will yield more precise outputs with which to compare to actual observations. Dynamical N -body calculations, including binary stellar evolution, will allow comparisons to the observed CaST rate as well as test the hypothesis that the progenitor binaries are ejected from their GCs prior to interacting. At present, our estimates suggest that some of the CaSTs may remain inside their parent GCs at the time of explosion; we encourage continued followup of future CaSTs to search for host GCs. We predict that if CaSTs are indeed dynamically formed in GCs, they should also explode in nuclear star clusters at a similar rate to the presently observed CaST rate; future observations with the power to distinguish faint CaSTs in bright galaxy cores will provide a crucial test. A larger sample of CaSTs will also better constrain the observed radial distribution, which we expect to behave more like the silver sample of CaSTs than the gold. Software: HMFcalc (Murray et al. 2013) 
